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Executive Summary
Encryption is a data security mechanism

This research has added value to the ongoing
encryption-policy debate and extended the
can be used to conceal criminal activity and
criminal communications. As a result, there has

•
geographical regions that are underresearched in relation to the encryption
debate and not currently in the Internet
Society’s encryption spotlight.

remains polarised. While state actors claim
encryption prevents access to vital evidence

•

encryption presents risks to privacy,
cybersecurity and civil liberties. In partnership

Evidence relating to the economic lens
during the research.

•
encryption given current contrasting
stakeholder perspectives. The research
engaged socio-political and economic lenses

the encryption debate can be applied and
•

Using Variant Multi Criteria Decision

security and economic competitiveness to
(DMF) based on multiple stakeholder
guide policymakers in the ongoing encryption
policy debate.

seeks to guide policymakers rather than
encryption-related policies. Consequently,
individual state contexts and priorities.

Evidence Assessment, Systematic Grey
Additionally, primary research involved
Analysis.
minimal economic coverage on the impacts

impacts on vulnerable groups, increased

4

Key Findings
•
policymakers in their decisions regarding

that civil society participants considered

•

an economic lens and the geographical
•
•

Cybersecurity concerns, economic
most in industry participants’ decisions

encryption concerned exceptional access
to encryption through: interception
in turn damage consumer trust and

•

From the policymaker perspective, the

quantum computing.
•
technologies included providing

and human rights. This is important as

child sexual abuse material. Additional
security, countering terrorism, upholding
•
encryption entails removing a barrier

•
to guide policymakers in discussions
by positing socio-political and economic
questions to policymakers across three

actors exploiting additional vulnerabilities
created by backdoors. Additionally, such

encryption, LEIA capacity requirements
encryption.
•

Using Variant Multi Criteria Decision

•
(DMF) based on multiple stakeholder
disproportionate impacts on vulnerable
groups, economic costs, and threats to

seeks to guide policymakers rather than
encryption-related policies. Consequently,
individual state contexts and priorities
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1

INTRODUCTION

1. Introduction
and privacy. It plays a key role in securing
rights impacted by encryption include the right
and communicating online. This is especially
important, given today’s digital society and
that many day-to-day interactions occur
Rights (UDHR),[3]
[4]

claim that their ability to investigate crimes is
curtailed due to the inability to access encrypted
communications; prompting the ‘going dark’
argument.[1,2]

encryption, in areas such as innovation, consumer
trust in encrypted technologies, and economic
Research Deliverables
This research aims to deliver an Impact
Assessment (IA) and a Decision-Making

provides. Additionally, bad actors could exploit
vulnerabilities created by these backdoors.
DMF. The DMF intends to guide decision-making
national security on one hand, and cybersecurity
encryption technologies.
Research Questions

industry, and policymaker stakeholders in the
encryption debate through socio-political and
economic lenses.

sub-research questions (SRQs) have been
articulated to contextualise the overarching
question:

RQ: What should policymakers be aware of and consider in their decisions concerning the
weakening of encryption technologies?

SRQ1: What are the means of
weakening encryption?
Purpose: To explore the various
limit, restrict, or undermine the

SRQ2: What are the

SRQ3: What are the impacts

encryption?

weakening encryption?

understand the claims state
arguments to limit, restrict
or undermine encryption
technologies.

technologies.
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1.1 What is Encryption?

1.2 Background

can securely store or communicate data.[5] The
method uses an algorithm to generate a unique
unreadable ciphertext.[5] Once encrypted, the
data can be securely stored on devices or cloud
servers, or transmitted across the Internet.[5] Only
read the data. Should the data is compromised,
[5]
Additionally, data can be
encrypted at any point; this includes at rest (data
that is received and stored), and in transit (data
[6]

using the same keys to encrypt and decrypt
[7]
Symmetric encryption is typically
used to protect data-at-rest.[5] For example, it
by operating systems to protect unauthorised

to combat child sexual abuse material (CSAM)
online.
First Crypto War (1990-2000)
commercial use.[8]

communications.[8]
This prompted the ‘Crypto Wars’, characterised

smartphones and tablets to lock devices.[5]
This included the USA’s “Clipper Chip”
Asymmetric encryption uses both public and
private keys;[5,7]
to everyone, a private key is only available to
[7]
In asymmetric systems, the
sender uses the recipient’s public key to establish
a secure communication channel, but only the
intended recipient can receive and decrypt the
ciphertext using the transmitted public key in

on devices.[8]
proposed acting as a trusted ‘third party’ by
[8]

[5]

sender can encrypt a message using a public key,
message into plaintext.[7]

[8,10]

In response to this Crypto
[11]

[1,8]

and asymmetric encryption is end-to-end
Second Crypto War (2010-2018)
and on a recipients’ device.[2] In E2EE, a message
encrypted at its source cannot be decrypted

access to communications and security did not
overly mention encryption.[1]

decrypted. This means that no third party can
access the plaintext or the decryption key.[2] Many
communication services use E2EE protocols,
including Instant Messaging (IM) applications like
WhatsApp and Telegram, e-mail services such
as ProtonMail, and Voice over IP (VoIP).{2] These
protocols are designed so that third parties such

as the NSA, encryption tools became more
pervasive amongst companies and individuals
seeking to protect their privacy and data security.
Resultantly, the debate surrounding cybersecurity

its users’ private keys.[2] This prevents third parties

security rematerialised as the Second Crypto War.
11

Agencies (collectively termed LEIA), such as
the FBI, presented the going dark narrative;

Additionally, LEIAs are beginning to turn to
access encrypted communications. Recent
(FBI) ANOM Operation revealed that the

serious crimes.[1,8,10] Thus, the debate did not
First Crypto War, but marked a clear stance that

[15]

chats concerning drug smuggling and money
laundering. As a result, 800 suspected

[8]

[15]

solutions to this going dark issue, particularly
by the ‘Five Eyes’ intelligence alliance countries.
Canada’s 2016 National Security Consultation

interest in mass surveillance, as exhibited by
2021,[16]

[8]

third parties such as technology companies to
provide technical assistance to LEIAs in their
investigations by decrypting communications. For
instance, in 2016, the FBI issued a court order on

continues to be pertinent.

Apple strongly opposed the order on grounds
undermine encryption on the iPhone.[1]
Recent Developments (2020-Present)

and privacy.
[13]

is

This on-device matching technology uses

hashes.[13]
[13]

Apple has said this technology

illegal content, but critics claim that this design
[14]

12

2

METHODOLOGY

2. Methodology
This research takes a multimethodological
on their suitability and compatibility in delivering
the IA and DMF given resource and capacity
constraints. Methods used both primary and
secondary data.
•
•
•
•

Rapid Evidence Assessment (REA)
Causal Loop Diagram (CLD)
Variant Multi Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA)

applied to gather a comprehensive understanding
and the associated issue-linkages. These
methods include a rapid evidence assessment,

Multi Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) method
tool. Both primary and secondary data collected

Figure 1

14

2.1 Rapid Evidence
Assessment (REA)

published quicker than academic evidence. This
is especially pertinent given the dynamic and

methods. Particularly in the policy context, an REA
a systematic, rigorous and reproducible manner.
[17]

The purpose

conducting a systematic grey literature search,

evidence on the encryption debate. Conducting
Given the resource constraints, it provides a quick,
relevant academic literature.

1.

[20]

2.
encryption since 2000,
3.
quality,
4.

terms and their associated synonyms in the
search matrix. This risk has been documented
in the Risk Management Table (Appendix 5) and
is mitigated by the research team collectively
developing the search matrix to reduce individual
bias. Furthermore, conducting an REA excludes
relevant non-academic evidence such as
policy-orientated documents and research

publications are not centrally located. There

literature
shortcoming.

2.2 Systematic Grey
Literature Review
by commercial publishers”.[17] Grey literature is
contain policy and research relevant evidence.
[18]
Furthermore, it can convey the experience
Additionally,
developments as grey literature can be
15

2.3 Causal Loop Diagram
(CLD)
thinking, a CLD illustrates the relational dynamics
encryption debate and that policy decisions are

[21]

understand the policy problem in a non-linear,
dynamic and holistic manner. The purpose
A participatory as opposed to a non-participatory

Mapping out the CLD is a three-step process:

adopts a collaborative and democratic decisionmaking style.[23] Additionally, a participatory
approach caters to the uncertain and ambiguous
[23]

or negative, and 3) categorise and label the

developed by the Science Policy Research Unit at
[28]
Using
criteria, 3) assessing scores and 4) assigning

[22]

2.4 Variant Multi Criteria
Decision Analysis (MCDA)

Additionally, the

mathematics and operational research, MCDA

[23]

key stakeholders in their decision-making
[23,24]

Appendix 3.

MCDA can provide richer and nuanced insights
beyond the monetary values provided by other
analyses.[25–27]
1
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3

ANALYSIS

3. Analysis
[31]

analysis are also expounded in this section.

3. 1 Findings from DeskBased Research

intercept communications.[31–33] For example,
the addressed individual or organisation to
transmission and to obtain any ‘secondary data’
e.g. meta-data.[33]

•
issued to request or require certain operators

•
discussed socio-political themes, a quarter

communications.[31,34–37] TCNs can accompany

assistance relevant to the authorisation.[33]

•
state legislature, parliament and LEIA made
others included consumers, industry and civil
society.

[33,38]

communications, but to collect communications
data through hacking measures.[33]
individual or organisation to disclose decryption
keys to their encrypted communications.[33,36]

deliberately searching grey literature sources
suspect to disclose their decryption key. Failure

Appendix 2.

3.1.1 Means of Weakening
Encryption Technologies

imprisonment.

Multiple articles alerted that
[40,41]

imposing import and export controls on
encrypted devices.[42] For example, China and
Legal Powers to Mandate Exceptional Access to
Encryption

equipment that permit cryptography in order to
retain their domestic surveillance capabilities.[42]

that could be issued to mandate exceptional
access to encrypted communications.[30]
18

Distinction between Explicit and Implicit Legal
Powers to Mandate Exceptional Access

unauthorised access to encrypted data.[45,46] In
encryption system, and creates the possibility

the Clipper Chip proposal. Opponents argued
Federal Security Service used the “Yarovaya
and national security”.[47]
encrypted messaging service provider, to

[47]

Physical and Cyber-Attacks

[43]

the service uses end-to-end encryption meaning
they do not have access to the decryption keys.
Resultantly, the Russian Federation blocked
access to their services in 2018.[43]
mandated exceptional access to encrypted

[50]

Encrypted data at rest could be

an attacker tries to break the encryption more
notorious Heartbleed vulnerability,[50] encrypted
data-in-transit protocols, such as SSL/TLS, can

communications and to provide technical
assistance.[7]
government can direct any LEIA to intercept,

secure access to the relevant computer resource.

governments to orchestrate such attacks remains
an ever-present threat.

[7]

exceptional access rather it implies it under the

Quantum Computing

[7]

computing.[51]
encryption.[44] Article 123 imposes an obligation
on all service providers and electronic

computer could break strong cryptographic
protocols and undermine global cybersecurity.

decisionmakers makes this threat unlikely.[51]
communications.

[44]

Key Escrow
articles.[45–48]
key to decrypt an encrypted device is held
The
ner.[45]

Weakening Encryption
Technologies
The desk-based research indicates that
technologies such as national governments and
encrypted communications on the Internet going
dark.[31]

to criminal investigations.[57,58] In its ‘Non-Paper on
EU Cyber Diplomacy’, Germany also appears to
adopt an anti-strong encryption stance given its
to digital evidence concerning malicious cyber
activities”.
Counterterrorism, National Security and Public
Safety
Academic papers centre on the going dark

Criminal Investigations
From the academic evidence, several papers
technologies. While encryption is recognised
data breaches,[50]
impediment to criminal investigation procedures.
[40]
evidence,[50,52,53]
and preventing or detecting criminal activity.
[34,36,45]
Criminal activity reported in these papers
span organised crime,[38,54,55] drug and human

[36,37,47,48,55]

attributed to the terrorists being able to leverage
plans undetected.[47] Cited in several papers is the
Apple’s assistance to break into the terrorist’s
device.[48,50,55] These cases present an argument
[53,55]

[50,54,55]

pornography or sexual abuse material (CSAM).

Whereas certain positions[60,61] advocate a balance

Overall, a recurring
[48]

national governments and LEIA that their ability
to track and investigate criminal activity is going
dark[32,48,52]
technologies.
Similarly, the grey literature echoes the argument
that LEIA need elevated access to encrypted
communications to investigate and solve crime
across diverse geographical locations. These
papers
situate the going dark narrative
alongside Canadian LEIA’s apparent lacking

As noted in these papers,
the ‘Five Eyes’ have
progressed the exceptional access debate on
[35,62]

Zealand appears to have adopted a deliberative

encrypted communications.[63] Compared to the

terrorism activity.[35]
[5]

To validate this claim, Canadian LEIA highlighted

encryption on the basis that it presented a “onesided account”.[8,56]
Indian LEIA require intermediaries to provide them
[7]
While
in Brazil, WhatsApp has been suspended on

the need to preserve national security. It has been
a responsibility” to disclose data to LEIA in cases
[7]
According
services designed to prevent access to “terrorist
and extremist material” endanger citizens and
the society.[56] The Green Paper published by the
Canadian Government in 2016 also claims “the
20

threats.
State Surveillance
As revealed in the academic research, countries
like the United Kingdom and Germany relied
on intelligence acquired through surveillance
activities during the second World War. A key
decrypt intelligence signals.[51]
strong encryption as it posed a challenge to their
[31,33,52]
One restrictive

public.[61,64]
Private actors like technology companies
surveillance reach. Harkens[64]

surveillance practices through their autonomous
[37]

data and existing surveillance capabilities,
incidents like the 2015 Charlie Hebdo attacks
enhance surveillance on the Internet”[42]
like China, import restrictions on encryption
state actors are unable to conduct domestic
surveillance.[42]
organisations in Australia assert LEIA have
Australian government remains set on acquiring
more expansive surveillance capabilities.[65]
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3.1.3 Impacts of
Weakening Encryption
Technologies

While
communications pose to criminal investigations,
expressing one’s sexual identity is considered
[66]
Without
encryption, vulnerable individuals living in or
traveling to these countries may not be able to

economic.
Socio-political Impacts
the going dark debate is that LEIAs’ barrier to
as strong
[1,47,63]

actors to abuse exceptional access to surveil
encryption and anonymity tools by authoritarian
governments during social and political unrest
has become an increasingly common tactic to
[67]

encryption, LEIAs see E2EE as a barrier to their
investigations and have requested technology
access solutions,[38] a core argument raised in
Apple v FBI.[63]
Privacy rights and civil liberties are also impacted
The academic
literature discussed that encryption is recognised

mass surveillance remains prevalent.
Economic Impacts
banking, and digital services to secure their
on the Internet.[37,60,64]

European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR).

[64]

[4]

encryption is seen as a secure and pragmatic
targeted state surveillance. The systematic grey

right to privacy. Conversely, the impact on the

been argued to have adverse economic
Telecommunications and Other Legislation
communication providers to provide access to
encrypted data.[5]
reputation, digital security, and most importantly
trust online. Moreover, the literature expressed
crippling the economy.[47]

Vulnerable communities are disproportionately
Strong
people to associate online based on identities or
scholars have voiced concern that vulnerable
populations like the LGBT community or
domestic violence victims depend on secure
[66]
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3.1.4 Causal Loop Diagram

Figure 2: Causal Loop Diagram

desk-based research, the above CLD (Figure 2)

With regards to individual users, it also
systems as the data no longer has the protection
that encryption avails. Consequently, consumers

services that can provide encrypted services,

their private communications can be susceptible
to interception, leading to greater surveillance
by state actors. The only positive dynamic is that
the access to communications gained through
solving criminal investigations and consequently
improve national security. Thus, it appears that
It should be noted that the CLD does not depict

are not incentivised to develop the most secure
4.1).
the economic impact is negative.[68]

3.2 Findings from Primary
Research

17 stakeholder representatives comprising
civil society, industry and policymaker
Kingdom and United States participated in
th

– 28th July 2021. Involved in the

that included digital rights, multilateral,
provided industry perspectives covering

Option 1: Restrict encryption technologies
through technical means

given the sensitivities around the encryption
debate. As a result, the primary research

by state actors to decrypt encrypted data
or communications. Examples include
providers or Internet intermediaries are

quantum computing is also noted.

Option 2: Restrict encryption technologies
through non-technical means
Implies state actors employing indirect
means to access encrypted data and
communications. Examples include

is not provided. Other non-technical means
include import/export controls restrictions
on encryption technologies.

Option 3: Do not restrict encryption
Neither technical nor non-technical means
encryption technologies.
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3.2.1 Qualitative Coding of
MCM Data
providing their initial thoughts on the three

coding process1

25

2

26

27

Analysis of Codes across all
Interviewees

themes that emerged the most across all
Human Rights
rights must pass a proportionality test; the
encryption-related policy options. Within this,
necessary to achieve its aim.[70] A representative
Future of Privacy Forum echoed this:
considered
necessary and proportionate in society…
By encryption restrictions having a general
purpose it enables them [these restrictions]
to be applied to so many other cases. For
anonymity it provides is enshrined in the
proportional and necessary. It is essential
(UDHR) and International Covenant on Civil
and Political Rights (ICCPR)...Encrypted
communications provide anonymity and
talking about corruption.

Economic Considerations.
encryption policies could have on industry. This
consumer trust in encrypted products, and
underrepresentation in the desk-based research.
Purpose

encryption still stands and is necessary.

3.2.2 Results of MCM
Analysis

Rankings by Civil Society Perspective

vulnerable groups and enabling trust in the digital
i.e., civil society, industry, and policymaker.

and enable LEIA to “detect criminal activity”. The

responses are organised into ranking and

curb crime and terrorism. Contrasting rankings

evaluating these options.

Overall ranking of options

perspective.

In the overall options ranking chart (Figure

Rankings by Industry Perspective
highest ranks respectively. The light blue bars

services, they both ranked Option 3 as their most

on private communications, as meta-data like

options, Option 3: Do not restrict encryption
3

generally considered Option 3 as the optimal
one. The overlap noted in Options 1 and 2 is

responses rank Option 2 higher than Option 1.

are generated during these communications.
Similarly, the other messaging service provider
E2EE preserved privacy, they admitted that it
could be violated through other methods as
“E2EE is not a complete solution to privacy”. Their
responses also indicated that by not restricting
encryption, LEIA may be hindered in upholding

the civil society perspective comprises over

and industry perspectives, the policymaker chart

This could be explained by the services they

on encryption to secure customers’ transactions,

Figure 5: Rankings of Appraised Options by Individual Perspectives

encryption through technical backdoors”. In sum,

charts (Figures 6-8).
Rankings by Policymaker Perspective
Similar to the ranking charts, light blue lines in

Their responses also indicated that the European
Union’s (EU) position to improve security
Contrastingly, they stated that not restricting
across a given perspective. Where there are no

Weighting of issues

Figure 8 clearly illustrates
this point as the policymaker perspective contains

To understand the relative importance each

30

Issues weighted by Civil Society Perspective
Human Rights and
categorised in

had the
and
are among those

enabling proactive scanning to detect CSAM and

also be recognised online. Conversely, one
Internet enables basic rights such as access to
education and healthcare.
like
revealed interesting insights.

Consequently, privacy and anonymity are

Purpose

One (
considered most essential) and their advocacy

misuses to occur. Other statements supporting

considered legal.
(Paradigm Initiative),
Human Rights.
respecting legal landscape enables individuals

this as an opportunity to access their encrypted
communications.
. In contrast to other
(Paradigm Initiative)

31

encryption discussion. They elaborate this
until the Nigerian government implements
leveraging the encryption debate to serve
other interests beyond national security and

(ProtonMail) did not provide
Economic issue. A closer
customer-related needs are prioritised over
business concerns as they consider security
and privacy more important. For the second

Appendix 6.3.1.

services,[71] assuring customers their transactions

Issues weighted by Industry Perspective

competitive in the industry as indicated by the

excluded the others (Figure 7). Although more
, it
Economic and
Cybersecurity Concerns. Human Rights, Public
and

secure services) and being economically viable.
On

Human Rights explained that strong encryption is
expression.

Figure 7: Weighting of issues for Industry Perspective

Cybersecurity Concerns

(ProtonMail)
improved chances at detecting criminal activity,

considered the least important. The second lens

32

Regarding Legal Context
the encryption debate. First, LEIAs experience
Appendix 6.3.2.

an increasingly encrypted environment”. In

Issues Weighted by Policymaker Perspective
encryption-related issues. Without resolving
civil society perspective, Purpose and Human
Rights
Human Rights is most
important as encryption enables the protection
Purpose

under

indicated the

other societal problems; a position that is also
the previous section. They also highlighted the

evidence to conclusively indicate that encryption
hampers LEIA’s ability to solve crime. Although
carry
their decision on these being dependent on the
Purpose.

Appendix 6.3.3.
Although individual perspectives presented

resultant implications are explored in the
discussion section.

Figure 8: Weighting of issues for Policymaker Perspective

4

DISCUSSION

4. Discussion

a backdoor into an iPhone as requested by the
the 2015 San Bernardino shooting.[60] Apple stated

by developing an Impact Assessment and a
hackers and cybercriminals”.[60]
encryption to improve national security and public

decisions.

4.1 Impact Assessment

and primary research, the IA builds on the

increasingly, LEIAs can access data through
research revealed government hacking as a
potential solution to the going dark debate, as it
encryption.
transit and data at rest.[72]

Weakening Encryption

Playpen.[72]
had been used to access the portal in
120 countries.[72]

National Security and Public Safety
proposed by LEIA is to protect national security
dark narrative that encryption acts as a barrier to
purposes.[1]

obtaining evidence can be disclosed in court.[74]
Despite these challenges, government hacking
presents a counter to the claim that encryption

Prioritising Life
and enable LEIAs to access encrypted data to
help solve criminal investigations, particularly
those regarding terrorism or CSAM.[1] An additional

cyberbullying helplines that “can intervene and

argue that in ‘ticking bomb’ scenarios like terrorist

or privacy. They argue that encrypted data could
serve as a unique data source that LEIA might
In

security.[52,60] Weakening encryption through
bad actors to exploit, leaving systems vulnerable
to attacks that threaten national security.[52,60]

detailed in section 4.1.2.
35

4.1.2 Risks of Weakening
Encryption

Additionally, passing such legislation could

Socio-political risks

that “Implementing [Option 1] could inspire
less democratic states to do the same;

Cybersecurity
Weakening encryption creates several risks to
cybersecurity protection, including data loss, and

that could be exploited by bad actors.[72] These
exploitations could undermine the integrity and
could lead to increased cybercrime activity. One
Option
1: Restricting encryption technologies through
technical means

Additionally, many businesses and organisations
actively rely on encryption to protect consumer
privacy and sensitive data in order to ensure
user security.[10] Weakening encryption on these

Initiative also mentioned that legislation and

risks creating a potentially dangerous legal
norms.
Transnational Cooperation
by creating an inconsistent legal landscape.

countries.[35,75]
as mutual assistance treaties.[76] The policymaker

medical history, continue to be exploited by
malicious actors, hacktivists, and state-sponsored
attacks.[64,66]
poses risks to cybersecurity.
Divergence from International Norms and Legal
Precedent
There is a prominent risk that a nation

currently not designed to resolve crossWithout increased capacity to understand the

Open Rights
stated that:

upheld internationally in the legal context.
With the UK considering potentially intrusive
universally agreed norms and standards.
Basically, the UK cannot take a standalone
position in the larger global context…The
adhere to human rights internationally.

regulations. This charter enshrines privacy and

legislation and agreement across these mutual
assistance treaties could have international
violations”. The literature echoed this point,

circumventing national rules relating to the
[32]

capability notices to communication companies
in Australia.[5]
other ‘Five Eyes’ members could use Australia
encryption.[5]
[5]

36

could create an inconsistent international

Human Rights
It can be argued that the right to privacy,
implemented beyond the encryption legislation.
It guarantees that an individual’s private
the European Commission’s Electronic Evidence
Directive,[77] noting that it

In addition, encryption is closely associated

[4]

stricter data evidence sharing and retention

to disclose incriminating evidence that can be

public and private sector tech companies.
encryption debate.
Applying a similar directive to varying encryption
international cooperation.
Disproportionate Impacts on
Vulnerable Groups
Weakening encryption can have critical
individuals and minority groups to associate
seeking support or concerned that their

persistent Internet censorship threatens the rights
[43,58]

Consequently, encryption serves as an essential
shield against persecution in repressive regimes.
For instance, research has demonstrated that

[8]
For instance,
domestic abuse survivors heavily rely on
encrypted services to communicate securely

articulated by the

communications. This means making sure

State Abuse of Power
Governments seek to access encrypted devices
through several means, including legal mandates,
give states more exceptional access, creating

once a telecommunication service provider has

representative mentioned
that

protocols that have technical vulnerabilities
intentionally introduced into them, say Free
build strong encrypted services.

it, creating many concerns to user privacy. They
they plan to address crime through ‘mutually-

intelligence electronic cellular surveillance tool,
StingRay, stating:

Governments are only using it to track a
they decide to track every cell phone coming

communications services being only developed

Economic Impacts of Cybercrime
Installing backdoors in encrypted systems
creates technical vulnerabilities that could be
exploited to commit cybercrime. This renders
products and services that rely on encrypted
systems vulnerable to cyber-attacks.[78] Cyber[32]

Moreover, state actors have attempted to
regulate encryption by outrightly restricting
access to the technology. For instance, in
orders to intercept user messages, Brazilian
authorities ordered all telecommunications
[58]
This
to be abused by states.

Economic Risks

A report by

[65]

Loss of Consumer Trust
in consumers that the service they are using is
[5,8]

stated that “It [encryption] gives assurance to

modern digital economy relies on encryption
and not accessible by unauthorised persons”.
[5,8,40,65]

and preserves public trust in the digital
marketplace.[8,65]

into systems, or companies being compelled to

Limited Innovation and Choice
government or other state actors had access to
incentivises innovators to create a range
dependent on a company’s decision to

consumers. In response to Option 1: Restricting
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encryption regulations do not apply. It is noted
mentioned that in the best-case
procedures to assess government mandates to

request to block accounts belonging to
opposition leaders promoting sectarian content.
Resultantly, this risk is dependent on a company’s

[76]

obligations may compel companies to leave
the UK entirely” or “exclude all UK customers
to stop using a product and lead to a company’s

industry actors such as Apple and Facebook
stating that “Consumer trust in digital products
and services is an essential component enabling

[76]

Companies have thus attempted to preserve
caution as technology companies have allegedly

Trade Agreement Repercussions
A country’s decision to implement encryption
regulations could have repercussions on
existing trade agreements. Deeks’ article noted
an agreement
among 12 states in North America, South America,
Australia, and Asia. There is a prohibition in the
[76]

or suppliers to provide access to a commercial
product’s encryption-based technologies as a

purposes as seen in the PRISM program
a sale to a party’s government.[76]
Economic and International Competitiveness
there is a catch-all national security provision in
the TPP that states:
services.[36,80] Deeks’ article noted that American
Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed
American products in European and Chinese
markets.[76] The encrypted messaging service
private messaging has become the expectation.
From a competitive perspective, being able

security interests.[76]

commitment to strong encryption on the grounds

Impact Assessment Conclusion
in protecting rights like privacy, preserving data
integrity, and enabling secure communications
and transactions (see Appendix 6.4.1). Conversely,
issues surrounding trust in state actors,

innovation and consumer trust. These risks
cannot be reconciled against the seeming
counterintuitively impacts national security. In
means.

4.2 Decision-Making
Framework
to guide stakeholders, including policymakers, in
their decisions in encryption-related discussions.
Accordingly, the DMF is not expected to be
used prescriptively, rather it should be applied

encryption in securing technology systems,
reducing harms to vulnerable groups, providing
competitive advantage and upholding consumer
trust (see Appendices 6.3.1-2). These outcomes
enabled by encryption are also mentioned in
existing literature.[10,36]
these diverse groups.
the research highlights a pertinent point that
Option 3: Do not
restrict encryption
exceptional access or interception requests to
encrypted data. For instance, regarding India’s
raises the question
Future of
Privacy Forum states the need to establish use
abuse by LEIAs; a position that is also echoed

geographical expressions, may include economic
interests, legal landscape, societal dynamics, and
The DMF emphasises economic and sociodeliberative questions posited to policymakers

4.2.1 Purpose of
Weakening Encryption
Technologies
As revealed by the research, the multi-layered

existing literature point to inconclusive evidence
that strong encryption limits LEIA’s investigatory
[5,8]

to be advantageous to digital communications
and national economies.[7,50]
Taking these diverse stakeholder interests into
context, the prevalent going dark narrative
illustrated in the CLD in section 3.1 and Impact

encryption-related decisions. In some areas,
negative impacts. Consequently, the argument
through undermined encryption technologies
40

seems contradictory as compromising encryption

Box 1: What is the purpose of weakening encryption technologies?
Socio-political
Context
•
•
Means
• Are encryption restriction measures necessary and proportionate i.e. are these measures limited
•
•
•

Impacts
•
•
•
Accountability
•
•
Economic
Impacts
•
•
•
•
•
•
Accountability
•
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4.2.2 LEIA Capacity
Requirements
argument that strong encryption is detrimental
captioned as dimmed lights given the existing
possibilities presented by alternative means.
particularly sensitive ones like CSAM,[7]
by LEIA arrogating expansive surveillance
that encryption does not completely prevent
investigatory purposes. As noted in research

practised in a country, this trend could prove

user data (see Appendix 6.2.2) given that digital
trails created on the Internet can provide clues
[8,64]
In

and literature,[50]

using easily accessible meta-data to investigate
crime.[7,30,73]
the Impact Assessment, governments have

underlying capacity challenges (see Appendix
addressing investigatory barriers holistically.

on the Telegram messaging application and Tor
[8]

they present

stakeholders to consider in assessing LEIA
capacity requirements.

Box 2: How can LEIA capacity be enhanced to resolve investigatory challenges presented by
strong encryption technologies?
Socio-political
LEIA capacity and capability
•
•
•
•
•

Alternative means
• What alternative mechanisms do LEIA currently use to surmount barriers imposed by encryption
•
Economic
•

of Weakening Encryption
Technologies
device implicated in the 2015 San Bernardino
incident.[48,50] To this end, various legislations
targeted at achieving exceptional access by LEIA
enacted by state actors in several countries.[31,50]
While the current encryption discourse seems to
be centred in the USA, Europe, UK and Australia,

[7]

migrating their services to less restrictive

encryption debate.
Guiding questions to understand these
detailed in Box 3.

Russia has since

granting exceptional access to communications
to Russian security agents.[81] In noting these
these restrictive positions. As mentioned in the IA
in section 4.1, given that traditionally democratic
threaten strong encryption, less democratic

overreach and excesses.
Paradigm Initiative
in international contexts and to Western leaders
(DC, Brussels)…”. Similarly, the

[restricted encryption] services...”. Other concerns

Appendix 6.4.2).[58] To highlight the role that may
Parsons’ article mentions that in pushing
the moral authority” to criticise undemocratic
states that do the same.[56] Collectively, these
43

v

Box 3: What are the possible geopolitical consequences of states adopting policies and
legislation that weaken encryption?
Socio-political
•
•

•
Precedent
•
•

Economic
•
•

5

RECOMMENDATIONS

5. Recommendations
1. Application of Decision-Making Framework

recommended that policymakers consider:
•

•

bad actors and undermines system integrity
should be considered in encryption-related
discussions. Accordingly, it is recommended
that it be adapted to suit a country’s local

organisations.
•
online banking, and digital services on

systems.
•

The risks posed to cybersecurity by

economies by eroding consumer trust,

To adapt the DMF to a country’s local
context, it is recommended that
policymakers adopt a participatory approach

•
civil liberties and human rights, including

the encryption-related decisions.
2. Need for international dialogue
•

encryption could disproportionately impact

While these decisions can be considered
that they also be deliberated in an

on encryption to communicate privately.
It is highly encouraged that policymakers

encryption-related decisions have

those most in need.
•

4. Guidelines for exceptional access
underpins it

•
•

The possibility that a legal precedent

•

Inconsistent legal landscapes could

access, policymakers should consider
establishing:
•
on its use occurring only in the most severe
proportionality and necessity set out under

shopping.

•

•
UN General Assembly Third Committee,

retention practices.
•

and the right to privacy.[83]
exclusively discussing the cross-border

abuse.
around exceptional access that include lesser
represented voices
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6

CONCLUSION

6. Conclusion
In conclusion, this research intends to guide
policymakers in their decision-making related to
encryption. It seeks to provide the perspectives
in the encryption debate. By adopting a mixed
methodological approach, the research aimed to
What
should policymakers be aware of and consider
in their decisions concerning the weakening
of encryption technologies? It has done so by
and posed questions that policymakers should

making encryption-related decisions.
Limitations of Research

understand diverse stakeholder perspectives
on the topic. The methodology selected to
deliberations on encryption-related policies.
expansive means to interpret and analyse data

the encryption debate. On one hand, encryption
presents challenges to national security, public

expression and assembly, and the right to nonbe considered cautiously. For example, one

be exploited by bad actors. Additionally, the

homogenous geographical location. There is an

perspective mainly concerned applications that

Value of Research
This research has added value to the ongoing

individuals and industries,[82] an understanding

1.
geographical regions such as the Global
South that are under-researched in relation to
the encryption debate.
2.
academic research concerning the encryption
debate.

perspectives during the research, the encryption
discourse appears predominantly Westerncentric. As indicated in the DMF, assessing the

3.
encryption debate can be applied and used in
4.

Using Variant Multi-criteria Decision

policymakers to adopt; rather it incorporates
48

Future Research
Scenarios using the DMF could be developed
and stakeholder priorities. This could be via
the DMF in multiple scenarios to understand
[83]
This
assumptions and uncertainties incorporated
policy decisions.[83]
guide policymaker decisions in the encryption
debate.
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Appendix 1 Rapid Evidence Assessment
Research Question
What should policymakers be aware of and consider in their decisions concerning the
weakening of encryption technologies?
Sub-research questions
SRQ 1: What are the means of weakening encryption?
SRQ 2: What are the justifications for weakening of encryption?
SRQ 3: What are the impacts (risks and benefits) of weakening encryption?

Academic Databases
The following databases were selected for their multidisciplinary nature and their
comprehensive coverage of all source types. This is pertinent because the research
questions are nested within multiple disciplines. Additionally, all selected databases
performed well in terms of transparency and reproducibility as their search systems can
effectively and efficiently perform Boolean searches with precision, reproducibility and
recall.
Inspec
International Bibliography of Social Sciences (IBSS)
Lexis Nexis
ProQuest Central
Scopus
Web of Science

Disciplines
Science and Technology Studies
Social Science
Political Science
Public Administration
Law
Economics

Search strategy
A scoping search was initially conducted to identify all relevant search terms. Firstly, key
concepts from the research questions were identified, and extraneous terms omitted.
The key concepts identified are:
Encryption
Weakening
Impacts
Policy
Lenses
Political justification
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Secondly, the relevant synonyms for each concept were identified and combined using
Boolean operators. Phrase searching and wildcards were also used to balance the
sensitivity and precision of the search results.
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Search Matrix
Key
concepts*
Alternative
terms /
synonyms

Encryption
Encrypt*
End to end
encryption
Cryptography

Weakening
Weakening
encryption
Vulnerabilit*

Impacts
Impact*
Risk*
Benefi*
Consequence*
Win*
Lose*
advantage*
disadvantage*

Policy
Policies
Regulat*
Law
Legislat*

Lenses
Econom*
Tech*
socio-political
sociopolitical
Social
politic*

Political justifications
online harm*
Terror*
Traffick*
CSAM
Surveil*
Child* Sexual Abuse
Material
child* exploitation
public safety
National security
Misinformation
Offensive material
Hate speech
Privacy
Civil libert*
Security
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Scoping
search –
additional
terms

exceptional
access
lawful access
extraordinary
access
client side
scanning OR
client-side
scanning
key escrow
Backdoor*
backdoor
access
content
scanning

trade-off OR
trade off OR
tradeoff
Disbenefit*
Danger*

Policymaker*
Govern*
Law enforcement
decision mak* OR
decision-mak*
decision making
framework
decision making
model
model
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Search Syntax
Database

Search Syntax

Inspec

(((((((Encrypt* OR "End to end encryption" OR "End-to-end encryption" OR
Cryptography) WN ALL) AND (("Weakening encryption" OR Vulnerabilit* OR
"exceptional access" OR "lawful access" OR "extraordinary access" OR "client side
scanning" OR "client-side scanning" OR "key escrow" OR backdoor* OR "backdoor
access" OR "content scanning") WN ALL)) AND ((Impact* OR risk* OR benefit* OR
consequence* OR win* OR lose* OR advantage* OR disadvantage* OR "trade-off" OR
"trade off" OR "tradeoff" OR disbenefit* OR danger*) WN KY)) AND ((policies OR regulat*
OR law OR legislat* OR policymaker* OR Govern* OR "Law enforcement" OR "decision
mak*" OR "decision-mak*" OR "decision making framework" OR "decision making
model" OR "model") WN KY)) AND ((econom* OR tech* OR "socio-political" OR
"sociopolitical" OR social OR politic*) WN KY)) AND (("online harm*" OR terror* OR
traffick* OR "Child* sexual Abuse Material" OR "CSAM" OR "child* exploitation" OR
"public safety" OR "National security" OR surveil* OR misinformation OR "offensive
material*" OR "hate speech" OR privacy OR "civil libert*" OR security) WN KY))

IBSS

((Encrypt* OR "End to end encryption" OR Cryptography) AND ("Weakening encryption"
OR Vulnerabilit* OR "exceptional access" OR "lawful access" OR "extraordinary access"
OR "client side scanning" OR "client-side scanning" OR "key escrow" OR backdoor* OR
"backdoor access" OR "content scanning") AND TIABSU(Impact* OR risk* OR benefit*
OR consequence* OR win* OR lose* OR advantage* OR disadvantage* OR "trade-off"
OR "trade off" OR "tradeoff" OR disbenefit* OR danger*) AND TIABSU(policies OR
regulat* OR law OR legislat* OR policymaker* OR Govern* OR "Law enforcement" OR
("decision maker" OR "decision makers" OR "decision makes" OR "decision making") OR
"decision-mak*" OR "decision making framework" OR "decision making model" OR
"model") AND TIABSU(econom* OR tech* OR "socio-political" OR "sociopolitical" OR
social OR politic*) AND TIABSU("online harm*" OR terror* OR traffick* OR "Child* sexual
Abuse Material" OR "CSAM" OR "child* exploitation" OR "public safety" OR "National
security" OR surveil* OR misinformation OR ("offensive material") OR "hate speech" OR
privacy OR ("civil libertarian" OR "civil libertarianism" OR "civil libertarians" OR "civil
liberties" OR "civil liberty") OR security))

Lexis
Nexis

(encrypt! OR "end to end encryption") AND (weakening OR "weakening encryption" OR
vulnerabilit! OR "exceptional access" OR "lawful access" OR "extraordinary access" OR
"client-side scanning" OR "key escrow" OR "backdoor access" OR "content scanning")
AND (impact OR win! OR lose! OR benefi! OR risk! OR consequence! OR advantage! OR
disadvantage! OR "trade-off" OR "trade off" OR tradeoff OR disbenefit! OR danger!)
AND (policies OR regulat! OR law OR legislat! OR policymaker! OR govern! OR "law
enforcement" OR "decision mak!" OR "decision-mak!" OR "decision making framework"
OR "decision making model" OR "model") AND (econom! OR tech! OR "socio-political"
OR "socio political" OR social OR politic!) AND ("online harm" OR terror! OR traffick! OR
"CSAM" OR surveil! OR "child! sexual abuse material" OR "child! exploitation" OR "public
safety" OR "national security" OR misinformation OR "offensive material" OR "hate
speech" OR privacy OR "civil libert!" OR security)

ProQuest
Central

((Encrypt* OR "End to end encryption" OR Cryptography) AND ("Weakening encryption"
OR Vulnerabilit* OR "exceptional access" OR "lawful access" OR "extraordinary access"
OR "client side scanning" OR "client-side scanning" OR "key escrow" OR backdoor* OR
"backdoor access" OR "content scanning") AND TIABSU(Impact* OR risk* OR benefit*
OR consequence* OR win* OR lose* OR advantage* OR disadvantage* OR "trade-off"
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OR "trade off" OR "tradeoff" OR disbenefit* OR danger*) AND TIABSU(policies OR
regulat* OR law OR legislat* OR policymaker* OR Govern* OR "Law enforcement" OR
"decision mak*" OR "decision-mak*" OR "decision making framework" OR "decision
making model" OR "model") AND TIABSU(econom* OR tech* OR "socio-political" OR
"sociopolitical" OR social OR politic*) AND TIABSU("online harm*" OR terror* OR traffick*
OR "Child* sexual Abuse Material" OR "CSAM" OR "child* exploitation" OR "public safety"
OR "National security" OR surveil* OR misinformation OR "offensive material*" OR "hate
speech" OR privacy OR "civil libert*" OR security))
Scopus

( ALL ( "encrypt*" OR "end to end
encryption" OR "cryptography" ) AND ALL ( "Weakening
encryption" OR "vulnerabilit*" OR "exceptional access" OR "lawful
access" OR "extraordinary access" OR "client-side scanning" OR "client side
scanning" OR "key escrow" OR backdoor OR "backdoor access" OR "content
scanning" ) AND TITLE-ABSKEY ( impact* OR risk* OR benefi* OR consequence* OR win* OR lose* OR advant
age* OR disadvantage* OR "trade-off" OR "trade
off" OR "tradeoff" OR "disbenefit*" OR "danger*" ) AND TITLE-ABSKEY ( policies OR regulat* OR law OR legislat* OR policymaker* OR govern* OR "l
aw enforcement" OR "decision mak*" OR "decision-maker" OR "decision
making" OR "decision making model" OR "decision making
framework" ) AND TITLE-ABS-KEY ( econom* OR tech* OR "sociopolitical" OR social OR politic* OR "sociopolitical" ) AND TITLE-ABS-KEY ( "online
harm*" OR terror* OR "CSAM" OR surveil* OR "child* sexual abuse
material" OR "child* exploitation" OR "public safety" OR "national
security" OR misinformation OR "offensive material" OR "hate
speech" OR "privacy" OR "civil libert*" OR "security" ) ) AND ( LIMITTO ( LANGUAGE , "English" ) ) AND ( LIMIT-TO ( DOCTYPE , "ar" ) OR LIMITTO ( DOCTYPE , "cp" ) ) AND ( EXCLUDE ( SUBJAREA , "MATE" ) OR EXCLUDE ( SUBJ
AREA , "PHYS" ) OR EXCLUDE ( SUBJAREA , "MEDI" ) OR EXCLUDE ( SUBJAREA , "E
NVI" ) OR EXCLUDE ( SUBJAREA , "ENER" ) OR EXCLUDE ( SUBJAREA , "CHEM" ) O
R EXCLUDE ( SUBJAREA , "NURS" ) OR EXCLUDE ( SUBJAREA , "PSYC" ) OR EXCLU
DE ( SUBJAREA , "AGRI" ) OR EXCLUDE ( SUBJAREA , "BIOC" ) OR EXCLUDE ( SUBJA
REA , "EART" ) OR EXCLUDE ( SUBJAREA , "HEAL" ) ) AND ( EXCLUDE ( PUBYEAR , 1
999 ) OR EXCLUDE ( PUBYEAR , 1998 ) OR EXCLUDE ( PUBYEAR , 1997 ) OR EXCL
UDE ( PUBYEAR , 1986 ) )

Web of
Science

TOPIC:("encrypt*" OR "end to end
encryption" OR "cryptography") AND TOPIC: ("Weakening
encryption" OR "vulnerabilit*" OR "exceptional access" OR "lawful
access" OR "extraordinary access" OR "client-side scanning" OR "client side
scanning" OR "key escrow" OR backdoor OR "backdoor access" OR "content
scanning") AND TOPIC: (impact* OR risk* OR benefi* OR consequence* OR win* OR
lose* OR advantage* OR disadvantage* OR "trade-off" OR "trade
off" OR "tradeoff" OR "disbenefit*" OR "danger*") AND TOPIC: (policies OR regulat*
OR law OR legislat* OR policymaker* OR govern* OR "law
enforcement" OR "decision mak*" OR "decision-maker" OR "decision
making" OR "decision making model" OR "decision making
framework") AND TOPIC: (econom* OR tech* OR "sociopolitical" OR social OR politic* OR "sociopolitical") AND TOPIC: ("online
harm*" OR terror* OR "CSAM" OR surveil* OR "child* sexual abuse
material" OR "child* exploitation" OR "public safety" OR "national
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security" OR misinformation OR "offensive material" OR "hate
speech" OR "privacy" OR "civil libert*" OR "security")

Inclusion and exclusion criteria
The inclusion /exclusion criteria and their reasoning is as follows:
Type of information: All types of information sources [articles, book chapters,
conference papers] that had been peer-reviewed and were available in English
were included. All grey literature is excluded. Specifying peer-reviewed articles
ensured they were of high quality.
Range of research: Qualitative, quantitative, mixed method, and empirical studies
Geographical location: To ensure that the search included evidence from a
diverse range of political regimes, limits on the geographical scope were not set.
This was done intentionally to ensure a varied range of evidence given that
academia is dominated by English speaking democracies in the Global North.
Time: The search results were limited to studies published from 2000 2021
because it was in 2000 that the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) was first
introduced as a much stronger option to replace the Data Encryption Standard
(DES), which had become vulnerable to brute-force attacks. Presently, AES is
widely used to encrypt data at rest (i.e. on devices) and data in transit such as in
wireless communications. A good example of this would be communications via
encrypted messaging apps like WhatsApp.
Results with titles and abstracts that do not contain at least two search terms
were excluded
Results with titles and abstracts that do not answer two research questions were
excluded.

Literature management
Zotero is the preferred reference manager as it a free open-source software
thereby making it accessible to all team members. Zotero is also interoperable
with all the academic databases selected and it is also able to detect duplicates
within the same collection, therefore helpful in cleaning up and consolidating
results from all the databases. Lastly, it allows for sharing of citations through
shared folders, which enhances the transparency of the protocol and
consequently the REA.

Selection of studies
This review includes qualitative, quantitative, mixed methods and empirical
studies.
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ProQuest
(n= 379)

IBSS
(n=43)

Scopus
(n= 247)

Web of
Science
(n= 35)

Inspec
(n= 87)

LexisNexis
(n= 88)

Selection

Screening
and eligibility

Identification

Included Studies (PRISMA Framework)

Total records identified
through database
searching
(n= 879)

Duplicate records
removed
(n= 196)

Records screened at title
and abstract and meta data
level
Inclusion and exclusion
criteria applied
(n= 683)

Records excluded
(n= 605)

Remaining studies selected
for full text analysis
(n= 76)

76 studies were selected for full text analysis. However, only 28 articles were relevant in
answering the research question and sub-research questions. 48 articles were therefore
excluded as they did not contain any relevant information on encryption or did not
answer the overarching research question and sub-research questions.

Strategy for data synthesis
The final articles 28 included in the REA were read and grouped according to the
following questions:
o
o
o

Which countries are studies focussed on?
What are the means of weakening encryption?
Identified impacts (risk and benefits) of weakening encryption, categorised
by the economic and socio-political lens
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o
o

Who is affected by these policies and who is implementing these policies?
What justifications are used for weakening encryption?

References of articles screened at full text for REA
1. Lin G, Hong H, Sun Z. A Collaborative Key Management Protocol in Ciphertext Policy
Attribute-Based Encryption for Cloud Data Sharing. IEEE Access 2017;5:9464 75.
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2018;4(3):2056305118795876.
4. Wang S, Liang K, Liu JK, Chen J, Yu J, Xie W. Attribute-Based Data Sharing Scheme
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2016;11(8):1661 73.
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Appendix 2 Systematic Grey Literature Review Protocol

A systematic approach was taken to identify to review grey literature. However,
as there is no prescribed standard for conducting a systematic grey literature
search, a process similar to the REA was undertaken.
Research Question
What should policymakers be aware of and consider in their decisions concerning the
weakening of encryption technologies?
Sub-research questions
SRQ 1: What are the means of weakening encryption?
SRQ 2: What are the justifications for weakening of encryption?
SRQ 3: What are the impacts (risks and benefits) of weakening encryption?

Identifying sources of grey literature
Two approaches were taken to identifying relevant grey literature: 1) identifying
organisations that work on the encryption-related issues and locate relevant
publications on their websites 2) using existing grey literature databases to search
1.

Identifying organisations that work on encryption-related issues

The members of the Global Encryption Coalition (GEC), which promotes and defends
encryption in key countries and multilateral fora where it is under threat, provided a list
of organisations whose work was closely tied to encryption. The comprehensive list of
members was screened to exclude organisations and companies that did not have a
working website in English and that did not publish research on encryption. Screened
members were then categorised into the following five geographical categories:
o
o
o
o
o
o

Global North (including Five Eyes countries)
Pan Asia Pacific
Pan Africa
Pan Latin America (including Central American and Caribbean)
General (where no country or region was specifically mentioned)
N/A (where region or country is not relevant)

2. Grey literature databases
i.
Social Science Research Network: a platform for the dissemination of earlystage research prior to publication in academic journals.
ii.
OpenGrey: a multidisciplinary European database, covering science,
technology, biomedical science, economics, social science and humanities.

Inclusion and exclusion criteria
The inclusion /exclusion criteria is as follows:
Types of information included were:
- Press releases
- Consultation responses
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-

Position papers
Open letters
Committee reports
Conference papers/ proceedings
Working papers
Gov report/ white papers
Policy documents
Research reports
Technical reports

Range of research: Qualitative, quantitative, empirical studies
Geographical location: As the findings of the REA focussed largely on the Global
North, there was a concerted effort to locate information from countries and
regions that the REA did not cover. However, there were no set limits on the
geographical scope.
Time: The search results were limited to studies published from 2000 2021
because it was in 2000 that the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) was first
introduced as a much stronger option to replace the Data Encryption Standard
(DES), which had become vulnerable to brute-force attacks. Presently, AES is
widely used to encrypt data at rest (i.e. on devices) and data in transit such as in
wireless communications. A good example of this would be communications via
encrypted messaging apps like WhatsApp.
Results that did not answer two research questions were excluded.
Results that did not meet the Authority, Accuracy, Coverage, Objectivity, Date,
Significance (ACCODS) framework that was adapted for this systematic search
were excluded. The AACODs framework, developed by Jess Tyndall at the
Flinders University, is used as a tool to critically appraise grey literature sources
as grey literature sources may bypass a peer-review process which may result in
varying quality. The AACODS framework was adapted as follows:
Authority
Accuracy
Coverage
Objectivity
Date
Significance

Associated with a reputable organisation?
Is the organisation reputable? (e.g. UN)
Does the item have a clearly stated aim or brief?
Is it representative of work in the field?
If No, is it a valid counterbalance?
Are any limits clearly stated?
Eg: Country, stakeholders groups
Does the work seem to be balanced in presentation?
2000 - present date
Does it enrich or add something unique to the research?
Does it strengthen or refute a current position?

Literature management
Zotero is the preferred reference manager as it a free open-source software
thereby making it accessible to all team members. With grey literature, it was
easy to add links to specific publication sites through the web-browser plug-in.
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The shared feature folders enable multiple team members to work on Zotero
simultaneously.

Selection of studies

This review includes qualitative, quantitative, mixed methods and empirical
studies

Included Studies (PRISMA Framework)

Identification

SSRN
(n=6)

GEC
(n=76)

Total records
identified
(n= 81)

Screening
and eligibility

Records screened against the
AACODs framework and inclusion,
exclusion criteria applied

Records excluded
(n= 24)

Selection

Remaining studies
selected for full text
analysis
(n= 57)

Strategy for data synthesis
The final 57 articles included were read for the following questions:
o
o
o
o
o

Is it for or against weakening encryption?
Who are the winners and losers of weakening encryption?
What lenses does it look at the issue from? Ie: Socio-political, economic,
privacy, technical
What are the justifications for weakening encryption?
What are the impacts for weakening encryption?
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Appendix 3 MCM Tool and Interview Guide
Developed by the Science Policy Research Unit at the University of Sussex, MCM is an
interactive, multicriteria decision analysis (MCDA) method for exploring contrasting
perspectives on complex, uncertain and contested issues. It aims to help 'open up'
technical assessment by systematically 'mapping' the practical implications of alternative
options, knowledges, framings and values. 1

About page of MCM tool website

Normalisation and Aggregation Procedures in MCM2
The MCM process uses a linear additive weighting aggregation model based on the
simple weighted average of option performance. While P is the inputted performance
score for a given option under a stated factor, C represents inputted performance scores
across all options under the same stated factor.
𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑃𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑖𝑗 , 𝑃 𝑖𝑗 :

nominal minimum/maximum performance score for option i under factor j
(as keyed into MCM tool)

𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝐶𝑚𝑖𝑛
:
𝑗 , 𝐶𝑗

nominal minimum/maximum performance score across all options under
factor j (as keyed into MCM tool)

𝑛𝑗 :

nominal weighting for factor j (as keyed into MCM tool)

𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝐶𝑚𝑖𝑛
= min (𝑃𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑗
1𝑗 , 𝑃2𝑗 , … , 𝑃𝑚𝑗 ):

1
2

minimum performance score C across all
options P under factor j (determined by MCM
tool)

https://www.multicriteriamapping.com/about
Adapted from: http://users.sussex.ac.uk/~prfh0/Rethinking%20Risk.pdf; http://users.sussex.ac.uk/~prfh0/MCM_Manual.pdf
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𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥
= max (𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑗
1𝑗 , 𝑃2𝑗 , … , 𝑃𝑚𝑗 ):

maximum performance score C across all
options P under factor j (determined by MCM
tool)

A. Normalisation of performance scores and weights
The scores and weights inputted in the MCM tool are normalised using the below
equations.
1. 𝑠

= 𝑃

2. 𝑤 = 𝑛

=

(min = 0, 𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 1)

(

)

=∑

(𝑠𝑢𝑚 = 1)

Equation 1 means that the normalised performance score for the ith option under the jth
appraisal factor (𝑠 ) is the ratio of the difference between the performance measure
determined for that option (𝑃 ) and that for the lowest-performing option (𝐶
) with the
difference between the performance measures determined for the highest (𝐶
) and
lowest (𝐶
) performing options under that factor (i.e. j).
Equation 2 means that the normalised factor weights for the jth appraisal factor (𝑤 ) is the
ratio of the nominal weighting for factor j (𝑛 ) with the summation of all 𝑛 values across all
options under that factor (i.e. j).

B. Aggregation of normalised performance scores using normalised weights
The normalised performance scores are then aggregated with the below equation. This
equation means that the overall performance rank obtained for the ith choice option (𝑟 ) is
the sum of the performance scores determined for that option under the jth appraisal factor
(𝑠 ) each multiplied by the importance weighting on that factor (i.e. 𝑤 ).

𝑟𝑖 =

𝑤𝑗 . 𝑠𝑖𝑗
𝑗

Calculation of MCM outputs (charts)
Equations behind this calculation of ranks from weights and normalised scores are
outlined in the following steps (performed by MCM tool):
For each interviewee in the selected perspective and for each factor in the selected issue:
1. multiply pessimistic normalised scores by normalised weights; this is 'pessimistic
(worst-case) subrank'.
2. multiply optimistic normalised scores by normalised weights; this is 'optimistic
(best-case) subrank'.
3. subtract pessimistic subrank from optimistic subrank; this is 'delta'.
4. sum half delta with pessimistic subrank; this is 'median'.
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Encryption Pros and Cons: Interview Guide
*This interview guide was sent to all interviewees via email before their interview.
Purpose of research
This research aims to answer the overarching research question: What should policymakers be aware
of and consider in their decisions concerning the restricting of encryption technologies?
Encryption is the process of scrambling data so that only those with the keys can understand what
is being shared. It is commonly used to protect data in transit ; the transmission of data across
computer networks including the Internet, and data on a device ; the storage of data on computer
systems. End-to-end encryption for example can protect data in transit, as it ensures the sender and
the recipient of a piece of data are the only parties who can view it and no third parties can access
the data.
Due to encryption s capabilities, this technology has become vital for the fabric of the Internet in
ensuring security, confidentiality, and privacy in our online interactions. However, given its inherent
features, it is prone to abuse by malicious actors, who avail themselves of the confidentiality
encryption affords to conduct criminal behaviour.
Based on this malicious activity, there is a growing global regulatory trend pushing for the weakening
ofthis technology through the introduction of so called back-doors , which would allow regulators
and law enforcement to access encrypted communications. This would create a technological point
of failure in encryption s infrastructure which could be exploited, jeopardising the protection that
encryption provides to so many.
This project seeks to guide policy decision-makers in the encryption debate by producing:
- An Impact Assessment exploring the risks and benefits of restricting encryption.
- A Decision-making Framework that can guide policymakers in their decisions concerning the
restriction of encryption technologies.
The Interview
The interview is semi-structured and the concepts discussed will be shaped by your own opinions
and experiences you choose to discuss in the interview. Therefore, no prescriptive or close-ended
questions will be asked. Instead, we aim for broader concepts to be discussed. These concepts
include:
-

Impacts of restricting encryption.
Criteria that should be considered when making encryption-related policy decisions.

These impacts and criteria could be economic, social, political, legal or technical. This is by no means
anexhaustive or prescriptive list, rather an indication of the breadth of impacts that we welcome to
be discussed in this interview.
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Multicriteria Mapping (MCM) questions
The running of the interview is inspired by the Multicriteria Mapping tool, created by the University of
Sussex s Science Policy Research Unit (SPRU). The MCM process is depicted in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1 MCM Process

This interview will follow the MCM process of selecting and appraising different options and criteria
concerning encryption-related policy decisions. You will be asked the following broad questions:
Why is encryption and which aspects of encryption important to you?
Concerning the work you do, at what point is encryption most relevant or important to you?
I.e. at rest, in transit
In your opinion, what are the main factors you consider when evaluating these options?
What should decisionmakers consider before they decide on an option?
Why is this factor important to consider?
How would you score and weight these factors in your decisions about the encryptiondebate?
What is your reason for this score or weight?
After these questions have been asked, you will have the opportunity to reflect on your choices and
beable to edit anything you have said. More details about each stage of the process can be found
below in the Multicriteria MappingInterview Guide
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Multicriteria Mapping Interview Guide
1. Reviewing Options
In this first step, you will be asked to review policy options concerning the restricting ofencryption
technologies.
Core options are those that have been defined by the research team. You are asked to appraise all
the core options.

Core Option 1: Restrict encryption technologies through technical
Key features: Use technical tools to restrict encryption
Description: Entails overt or direct technical interference by state actors to decrypt
encrypted data or communications. Examples include using a key escrow system whereby
service providers or Internet intermediaries are required to store copies of decryption keys
with state-appointed third parties. The possibility that encryption may be weakened in the
future using new technologies like quantum computing is also noted.

Core Option 2: Restrict encryption through non-technical means
Key features: Use non-technical tools to restrict encryption
Description: Implies state actors employing indirect means to access encrypted data and
communications. Examples include governments issuing mandates for compelled disclosure
of decryption keys, warrants requiring technical assistance from service providers and fines if
this assistance is not provided. Other non-technical means include import/export controls
restrictions on encryption technologies.

Core Option 3: Do not restrict encryption
Key features: Encryption not to be restricted at all.
Description: No means; either technical or non-technical, should be employed to restrict
encryption.
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2. Defining Factors
You will now be asked to define factors. Factors are characteristics or aspects that
influence your judgements over the performance of the encryption related options
presented above.
Factors can be grouped in whatever way is meaningful to you. For example, you could
create amain factor group and call it ‘Human rights factors’, and within that group have
sub-factors such as ‘Right to privacy and ‘Freedom of expression’. We recommend
choosing a maximum of 4 factors
3. Assigning Scores
In this stage, you will be asked to assign scores to express your judgement
about the level ofimpact that each factor would have under each option, taking
into account both the most optimistic (best case scenario) and the most
pessimistic conditions (worst case scenario). In each case, please indicate the
main reasons for your judgement.
We recommend scoring ranges from 0 - 100, where lower scores indicate
worse impact of thefactor under the option, and higher value scores indicate
better impact.
One way to start scoring is to begin with a high score for whatever seems factor
clearly has thebest impact, or a low score for whatever seems to clearly have
the worst. Then you can fill in middle-performing options one by one.
If you are unsure what score to assign, please treat this as uncertainty and let us
know this sowe can make a note of it.
4. Assigning Weights
This is an opportunity for you to assign more subjective weightings to the
factors according to how much you considered these factors in the options
earlier discussed.
Weighting will range from 0 100, where 0 indicates you did not consider this
factor at all whenconsidering the options, and 100 indicates you only considered
this factor when considering theoptions.
You can apply relative weights to your factors. Please make your weights
express the sameproportions as fractions of 100 ie: the sum of all your weights
should add up to 100.

End of MCM Interview Guide
This worksheet was developed using the guidance offered by the University of
Sussex sScience Policy Research Unit s Multicriteria Mapping Tool software.
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Appendix 4 Coding Process
As discussed in the report, interviewees generated 66 factors that they deemed important
to consider when making encryption-related policy decisions. These factors were
qualitatively coded. Qualitative coding involves identifying general themes from data
collected. The purpose of this coding is to assist with data analysis, by identifying themes,
similarities, and points of difference across the data collected. The coding conducted was
open coding , where the themes were constructed and grouped from the bottom-up,
directly informed by the interviewees responses. The coding was also done iteratively,
moving between broader issues and more specific issues as more explicit themes
emerged and as codes were refined.
This qualitative coding involved two steps. The first involved identifying the interviewees
66 factors and initially grouping them into general emerging themes, known as factor
codes. This can be seen in the figure below.

Initial Grouping of Interviewee Factors into General Factor Codes

The second step involved further grouping these factors into factor subcodes within the
identified general themes. This step resulted in 11 factors codes and 33 factor sub-codes
being identified, which can be seen in Table 2 in Section 3.2.1 of the report.
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Appendix 5 Risk Management Table
Table 1: Project Risks Classification and Mitigation
Risk
ID #

1

Task Area

Stakeholder
engagement
sessions
(interviews
and focus
groups)

2

3

4
Data
collection,
transcription,
and storage

5

6

Risk
Description

Risk
Category

Risk
Source

Risk
Type

Risk
Rating

Project
Phase

Status
(Open/
Closed)

Stakeholders
affected by
COVID19
may be
unable or
unwilling to
engage in
research
activities.

Resource

External

PMR

A

1,2

Open

Participants
data may be
unintentional
ly leaked.

Operational

Internal

PMR

A

2,3

Open

Participants
identities
may be
inadvertently
exposed or
reassembled
from leaked
data.
Team
members
may
selectively
seek out and
interpret
evidence
that agrees
with or
confirms
their
preconceptio
ns about the
encryption
debate.
Team
members
may overly
rely on
readily
available
information
or evidence.
Project
timelines for
data
collection
may be
extended
due to
delayed
response
from the
UCL Ethics
Committee.

Operational

Bias

Bias

Operational

External
&
Internal

Internal

Internal

Internal

PMR

ACR

ACR

PMR

A

B

B

D

2,3

2, 3

2,3

2,3

Mitigating Action(s)
Engage participants in the early
stages of the project and use digital
collaboration tools to conduct
interviews and focus group sessions.
Identify possible multiple participant
groups which would provide
redundancies if some groups become
unavailable or inaccessible.
Timely escalation of constraints to
Project Lead and Project Partner to
avoid extended delays to the project.
Ensure adherence to the team s data
management protocol.
Encrypt collected data and store on
UCL-managed infrastructure
(OneDrive) and not on individual
laptops.

Open

Anonymise participants data to avert
identification.
Collected data shall not be matched
across sources, profiled, or subjected
to automated decision-making
procedures.

Open

Individually and collectively explore
opposing arguments to preconceived
ideas, and hypotheses.
Deliberately seek evidence which
counters our preconceptions.
Rotate evidence review across the
team to obtain broader and lateral
interpretation of evidence.

Open

Seek out diverse stakeholder
perspectives from external and
internal sources.
Leverage our diversity in knowledge,
experience and skills during data
collection and analysis.

Open

Adopt purposive sampling in selecting
participants.
Prioritise engaging with prospective
participants within Partner s and the
team s networks.
Conduct data analysis in parallel with
collection activities.
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Risk
ID #

Task Area

Risk
Description

Risk
Category

Risk
Source

Risk
Type

Risk
Rating

7

Participants
may be
unavailable
during the
summer
months.

8

Time zone
conflicts may
hinder
certain
groups of
participants
from
engaging in
the focus
group
sessions.

9

Participants
may be led
to provide
responses
that reflect
their biases.

Bias

External

ACR

C

10

Non-verbal
cues from
the
participants
may be
missed as
interviews
and focus
groups
would be
conducted
virtually.

Operational

External

ACR

C

11

12

13

Operational

Operational

External

External

PMR

PMR

C

D

Project
Phase

Status
(Open/
Closed)

Open

Leverage Partner s network to
negotiate workable timelines with
participants.
Schedule participants with prior
commitments for interviews/focus
groups ahead of others.

Open

Coordinate participants into groups
with similar time zones. Where this is
not possible, we shall resort to
conducting separate interviews with
affected participants.

2

Open

Frame questions in balanced
language that does not overly
promote or diminish prevailing
narratives around the research topic.
Develop variant multicriteria mapping
models that address multiple
perspectives of our research problem.

2

Open

Limit focus group participants to 3-5
to enable live interactions and smooth
moderation.

Agreed team contract to ensure
accountability from each team
member.
Principles of communication to guide
conflict management/resolution.
Each team member is assigned dual
roles to act in the absence of the
primary role owner.
All documentation (reports, minutes
etc.) are maintained in a central
location on MS Teams for easy access
by team members.
Tracking of tasks/activities via project
management tool (Notion) to keep
team updated of due dates etc.

2

2

Team
dynamics

Team
members
may become
unavailable
due to
illness,
personal
circumstanc
es etc.

Resource

Internal

PMR

C

1,2,3

Open

Project
Partner
engagements

Project
Partner may
step down
from the
project due
to conflicting
commitment
s.

Resource

External

PMR

D

1,2,3

Closed

Unknown
risks

Risks yet to
materialise

N/A

N/A

N/A

E

Mitigating Action(s)

2,3

Open

Project Partner signed the project
engagement contract on 26th May 2021.

Assess impact of risk against project
timelines and reprioritise tasks or
activities if required.
Apply existing mitigating actions
where applicable.
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Note:
ACR Analytic Component Related
PMR Project Management Related
Legend
A
A
B
C
C

A
B
C
C
D

B
C
C
D
E

B
C
D
E
E

C
D
E
E
E

A: Very Low/Trivial
B: Low/Tolerable
C: Medium/Moderate
D: High/Substantial
E: Very High/Intolerable
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Appendix 6 Interviewee Comments
Longer bars indicate elements of uncertainty, variability or sensitivity (for which
assumptions and/or contextual information was provided in the interviewees evaluation
of the options, while shorter bars indicate less uncertainty, variability or sensitivity.

6.1.1 Individual Ranks Charts

Civil Society Perspective

CS-Ranks chart 1: Access Now

CS-Ranks chart 2: Anonymous Think Tank

CS-Ranks chart 3: Collaboration on International ICT Policy for East and Southern Africa (CIPESA)

CS-Ranks chart 4: Digital Empowerment Foundation (DEF)
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CS-Ranks chart 5: European Digital Rights (EDRi)

CS-Ranks chart 6: Future of Privacy Forum (FPF)

CS-Ranks chart 7: Anonymous Digital Rights Group 1

CS-Ranks chart 8: IT for Change

CS-Ranks chart 9: LGBT Tech
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CS-Ranks chart 10: Open Rights Group (ORG)

CS-Ranks chart 11: Paradigm Initiative (PIN)

CS-Ranks chart 12: Anonymous Digital Rights Group 2

CS-Ranks chart 13: Software for Freedom Law Centre (SFLC)
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6.1.2

Individual Ranks Charts

Industry Perspective

Ind-Ranks chart 1: Anonymous Financial Services Provider

Ind-Ranks chart 2: ProtonMail

Ind-Ranks chart 3: Anonymous Encrypted Messaging Service

6.1.3

Individual Ranks Charts

Policymaker Perspective

PM-Ranks chart 1: Anonymous Policymaker
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6.2.1

Rank-related comments

Civil Society Perspective

Anonymous Digital Rights Group 2 – on Option 2 being preferred as it enables improved crime detection

Future of Privacy Forum – on not seeing distinction between options 1 & 2
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6.2.2 Rank-related comments

Industry Perspective

ProtonMail – on benefit of encryption to privacy and how E2EE may be circumvented

Anonymous Encrypted Messaging Service – on E2EE not complete solution to privacy

Anonymous Financial Services Provider – on position on encryption
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6.2.3 Rank-related comments

Policymaker Perspective

Anonymous Policymaker – on rationale for option 3
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6.3.1

Rationales for Weights

Civil Society Perspective

Public Safety

CS-Weights Rationales 1: Anonymous Digital Rights Group 2 – on public safety

Purpose

CS-Weights Rationales 2: Future of Privacy Forum – on purpose of weakening encryption
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CS-Weights Rationales 3: European Digital Rights (EDRi) – on purpose of weakening encryption

Human rights

CS-Weights Rationales 4: Paradigm Initiative – on prioritising legal landscape

CS-Weights Rationales 5: Access Now

CS-Weights Rationales 6: Anonymous Digital Rights Group 2
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CS-Weights Rationales 7: Collaboration on International ICT Policy for East and Southern Africa (CIPESA)

CS-Weights Rationales 8: Digital Empowerment Foundation (DEF)

CS-Weights Rationales 9: IT for Change

CS-Weights Rationales 10: LGBT Tech

CS-Weights Rationales 11: Open Rights Group (ORG)

CS-Weights Rationales 12: Software for Freedom Law Centre (SFLC)

CS-Weights Rationales 13: Future of Privacy Forum

CS-Weights Rationales 14: European Digital Rights (EDRi)
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Impacts on society groups

CS-Weights Rationales 15: LGBT Tech

CS-Weights Rationales 16: Access Now

Weights Rationales 17: Collaboration on International ICT Policy for East and Southern Africa (CIPESA)

Trust in government/state

CS-Weights Rationales 18: Paradigm Initiative (PIN)

CS-Weights Rationales 19: Collaboration on International ICT Policy for East and Southern Africa (CIPESA)

CS-Weights Rationales 20: IT for Change
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6.3.2 Rationales for Weights

Industry Perspective

Human rights

Ind-Weights Rationales 1: ProtonMail

Ind-Weights Rationales 2: Anonymous Encrypted Messaging Service

Cybersecurity concerns

Ind-Weights Rationales 3: Anonymous Financial Services Provider

Ind-Weights Rationales 4: Anonymous Encrypted Messaging Service

Economic

Ind-Weights Rationales 5: Anonymous Encrypted Messaging Service
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Ind-Weights Rationales 6: Anonymous Financial Services Provider

Ind-Weights Rationales 7: ProtonMail

Public Safety

Ind-Weights Rationales 8: Anonymous Encrypted Messaging Service

Ind-Weights Rationales 9: ProtonMail
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6.3.3 Rationales for Weights

Policymaker Perspective
Purpose

Human rights

Legal context

Nature of Government
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6.3.4 Weights graph across all Perspectives

Weights Graph 1: All Perspectives

6.4.1

Interviewee comments on Encryption

General comments on encryption 1: Anonymous Digital Rights Group 1
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General comments on encryption 2: IT for Change

General comments on encryption 3: European Digital Rights (EDRi)

General comments on encryption 4: Anonymous Encrypted Messaging Service
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General comments on encryption 5: Anonymous Policymaker
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6.4.2 Interviewee comments on Citizen-State relationship

Citizen-State Relationship 1: Access Now

Citizen-State Relationship 2: Collaboration on International ICT Policy for East and Southern Africa (CIPESA)

Citizen-State Relationship 3: IT for Change

Citizen-State Relationship 4: ProtonMail

Citizen-State Relationship 5: Anonymous Digital Rights Group 1
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6.4.3 Interviewee comments on Appraisal of Options

Comments on appraisal options 1: Access Now

Comments on appraisal options 2: Anonymous Think Tank

Comments on appraisal options 3: Collaboration on International ICT Policy for East and Southern Africa
(CIPESA)
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Comments on appraisal options 4: Anonymous Encrypted Messaging Service

Comments on appraisal options 5: LGBT Tech
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Comments on appraisal options 6: Anonymous Policymaker
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